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Equitation classes in the United States are often used as stepping stones to the
upper levels of hunter and jumper competition. Yet, as a spectator at some of
the 2022 year-end equitation championships, I was struck by how far the sport
has deviated from its origins and how our horses are paying the price. As we
head into a key qualifying season for these events, I am raising the issue with
the hope that we can do better at this year’s equitation finals and beyond.

Armand Leone contends that the welfare of equitation horses is most concerning at the higher
levels of competition, such as at regional and national equitation finals. As a result, he is in favor

of applying additional rules and restrictions at these events.
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The Origin of Equitation

Hunter seat equitation has roots in foxhunting, which was never a sport for the frail of
body or faint of heart. Riders needed strong seats, balance and grit to navigate the
terrain, roads and fences of a hunt field. As the competitive sport of jumping gained
popularity in the United States, hunter seat equitation was eventually introduced to
reward riders who embrace the attributes found in foxhunters.

Over time, equitation also adopted elements of jumping seat riding, which is what we
see in today’s jumper ring. This style of riding is similar to what we’d see in a hunt
field but has roots in the cavalry, where riders had to move from the front lines to the
rear across ditches, fences and water. Our great coaches Bertalan de Némethy and
Jack Le Goff learned to ride in the military and trained our riders to this standard in
the 1960s and 1970s. Their goal, similar to developing riders for a hunt field, was to
create tougher riders and stronger jumping horses. Riders couldn’t gallop across the
field or ride ditches and rails without a strong seat and an ability to direct and react to
a horse at a high speed.

As equitation evolved throughout the decades, it took on a blend of hunter seat and
jumper seat to become a discipline uniquely its own.

Too Passive

Hunter seat equitation today, however, does not foster the type of assertive riding
required for the open field. I am not suggesting a return to the sport of the past, but
the sport, as a whole, has become too passive, and the horses are paying the price
for it.

An increased number of adults and children are participating at lower levels, and this
is generally a good thing. The horse business seems to be growing without limit, but
there has to be one. Not all people are capable of safely riding a horse at the level
they wish or jumping a horse at the height they desire at any given moment. For
some equestrian professionals and trainers, it’s hard to say “no” to a client when a lot
of money is on the line. This has resulted in trainers “quieting” the horses down and a
lack of variation in courses and fences, so that riders can compete safely in any level
of class they want, even if not prepared for it.

The jumper ring does not have this same issue for two reasons: First, jumper tracks
present new obstacles at almost every turn and require the ability to swiftly lengthen
and shorten a horse’s stride. Because horses aren’t penalized for galloping between
fences or displaying freshness such as hopping slightly when changing leads, “blood”
and reactivity are desired qualities in a jumping horse. Second, the variations in a
jumper course, paired with the need for a quick, careful ride means riders must be
savvy and able to properly handle the horse over the track. If a rider attempts to
compete in a division that is beyond their capability, problems will crop up on course,
and it’s more likely that the rider will step down a level and not move up until they can
safely navigate upper-level divisions.

In equitation today, there is very little variation in the height of fences, the striding, the
style of obstacles and the track. Quietness and sameness win the day. A hitch in a
lead change or the swish of the tail can cause a ribbon to evaporate. Based on how
these classes are being pinned, trainers have learned two consequential lessons:
First, that an automaton type of performance wins classes and sells horses. Second,
that lower-level riders can be more competitive in equitation on a quiet horse. As a
result, if the trainer can regulate the horse’s energy level to the point that it won’t
buck, it won’t swish its tail, and it won’t speed up when the rider sits deeper in the
saddle, then the rider has a shot at earning a ribbon providing all of the fence
distances are hit correctly. It’s a success for the rider, owner, trainer and the business
—everyone but the horse.

While I accept that the sport must accommodate the business, I cannot accept what
some of the horses are subjected to in order to produce the right energy level in the
ring. This problem seems most severe in the equitation disciplines, but it’s a problem
with the hunters as well, particularly during finals and championship competitions. If
your jumper mount is too tired, it won’t react fast enough and will knock down a rail.
There is a limit to how far one will exhaust a jumper’s energy. This is not the case
with equitation horses; they are wanted dead quiet and not alive. If a trainer wishes to
stay competitive with peers, they must produce quiet horses for the ring.

This poses two distinct problems: First, the goal of producing strong, effective riders
who can ride the average sport horse gets lost. Second, our horses are paying a
physical and mental price for these “reaction-free” rides.

I believe there is a way to improve our riders’ competence and our horses’ welfare at
the same time.

Let’s take a look at the problem and see what can be done to level the playing field
for all, including the horse.

Read the Full Article on Chronicle of the Horse

Briefly: A Look Back at Leone Equestrian Law Press
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Sidelines Magazine
"Dogs and Horses: Who is Liable?"
Dogs and horses go hand in hand. On
occasion, however, dogs may cause a
problem that has legal ramifications. Who
is responsible in these scenarios and
what can be done upfront to ensure dogs
and horses coexist harmoniously is
addressed by Armand Leone, Jr., in an
article in the March 2021 issue of
Sidelines Magazine. Click the button to
read the story.

Read the Article

For advice and counsel related to the equestrian industry, contact Leone
Equestrian Law at info@equestriancounsel.com.

Led by Armand Leone, Jr., MD, JD, MBA, Leone Equestrian Law LLC provides legal
services and consultation for equestrian professionals ranging from riders and

trainers to owners and show managers in the FEI disciplines on a wide variety of
issues. 

Visit us on Instagram, Facebook, and www.equestriancounsel.com to learn more.
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